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Daniel c. Merrill, M.D., 
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Company, . 
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case 8G-04-038. 
(filed April 23, 19.86) 

On April 23, 1986, Daniel C. Merrill, M.D., filed this 
complaint against Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E). 
Dr. Merrill seeks an order directing PG&E to-provide his 
hydroelectric project with tran~mi~sion line' capacity or a prio~ity 
to, receive such capacity equal· to· 'that to· which Dr. Merrill 'Would 
have been entitled on AUqust 31,. 1984. 

, '. 
Background, ". 

," 

On August J.,. J.9$4, the. commission issued Decision CD.) 
84-08-037 in Order Instituting Investigation (I.) 84;;'04-0;77. The 
investigation was aimed, among other things, at exam)ni.ng 

-transmission constraints. on the- Northern Portion of PG&E"s 
transmission system. The investigation resulted in the adoption of 
an interim solution to allow small power producers and coqenerators.~ 
(qualifying facilities or QFs). to. proceed with projects in PG&E's 

northern transmission system. , 
The solution, ineluded in a stipulation reached by 

certain parties to- the investigation, provided' that affected 
qualifying facilities would be assessed '1.7 mills/kWh tor power 
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received from PG&E. A portion or all of this assessment could be 
refundable dependinq on the commission's final determination of a 
qualifyinq faei~ity's cost responsibility for transmission 
upqrades. 

WAffected QFsw were defined as those located in the 
Northern Portion ot PG&E's service area who sign a power purchase 
agreement with PG&E. l'be solution described the maximu:m MW of QF 
power that could be interconnected under the terms of the solution 
in each northern area. The Humboldt, area was limited to 90 MW with 

a total limitation for all areas of 990 MW. This available 
transmission capacity was to. be allocated. on a first-co'llle, first
served basis as. de~ined by 0.83-10-093. I)'84-08-03.7 further states 
that W(oJnee this total level is reached, ,PG&E: shall no. lonqer be 

obliqated to interconnect QFs.under the terms of ~e stipulated 
interim solution." (D .. S4-0S-037, at 1>. 9 .. ) 

Several decisions followed the issuance ot 0.84-08.-037 
further refining, the s,olution. First, the Commission concluded in . - . 
D.8.4-11-123 , that the total MW available for interconnection, shoU.J.cl 
be increased to· 1150 MW to' account for transmission upqrades t~ 
bulk lines as well as area lines. 

In D.85-01-039, followinCJ'a limited rehearing' on, among' 
other thing's, access to- transmission facilities in PG&E's Drum 
Division, the Commission made several finding'S with respec::t to' QF's : 
rights. Specifically, , the Commission concluded that it should-not 
be interposed. as an arbitrator between two QFs competing for 
business opportunities such as limited transmission capacity. 'rhe ' 
Commission determined that. such a dispute between QFs is properly 
the subject o~ a civil court lawsuit. 

" , , 

With respect to disputes. between the QF and the utility,. 
however, allegatiOns o.~ utility miscond'Uet could be reviewed in a 
commission complaint proceeding. Accordinqtothe Commission,. 
however, such a 'complaint should,demonstra.te that PG&E'had some 
duty to consider the QF complainant's situation apart from all 
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other QFs, that PG&E had acted unreasonably, and that PG&E's 
misconduct had a material adverse impact on the complainant. 
(0.S5-01-039, at p. S.) 

On September 18, 19S5-, the Commission issued 0.85-09-0SS 
closing the investigation. This tinal order concluded that PG&E 
may have significant constraints in its northern syst~ during the 
next ten years which may attect QF development. It was further 
found that QFs partxcipating in the interim solution would be 

refund~d 1.2 mills/kWh, but would continue to, pay .S.mill/kWh until 
the t:ranslllission upqrades associated with the interim solution are 
completed. With the completion of each, upqrade,. the QFs whose 
delivery was constrained by that line would, no longer be liable for 
the .$ mill/kWh eha%'ge. 
Dr, Xqrrill's CoJmloint 

Or; Merrill states in his complaint that the development 
of his project,. the Mawah, creek Hydroelectric Project,. was 
initi:ated in ~e fall o! 198:1.' An application for'a Federal Energy 
Regulatory commissiori (FERC) permit was fi'led.on January 18., '1982, 
and a preliminary permit was granted by FERC on,May 5, 1982. An 

... ' .. 
application tor a minor hydroelectric license was tiled on 
Novelllber 23, 1984, and a !'ERC license for the proj ect was issued on 
December 31, 198.5. 

Or. Merrill further states that although PG&E was aware 
of his proj ect in 1982, he was not informed by PG&E of the 
August 1, 1984 0.84-08.-037 which established a priority list for 
limited transmission line capacity in HUmboldt County_ By the time 
Or. Merrill became aware of this decision in December,. 19'84" his 
project could attain a priority approximately: 1,$00 MW' from the top' 
of the waiting list. 

, . 

'!'he FERC license obtained ,by Dr.Merrill for his project 
requires him to. begin construction within two: years of the 
license's issuance and to complete constructi~n within four years. 
Or. Merrill states that he has spent over $60·,. 000 to. obtain this 
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FERC license. Apart from his financial investment, Dr. Merrill 
asserts 'that he has been working diligently on his project for 'the 
past five years. Despite his efforts and his progress in"the FERC 
licensing process, he now faces expiration of his FERC license due 
to his low position on the transmission capacity waiting list. 

Or. Merrill requests an order directing PG&E to provide 
his project with transmission capacity or a priority on the waiting 
list equal to 'the one his project would have attained had he been 
notified of the August 1; 1984 0.84-08-037. 

Nil Answer 
PG&E replied that whenever a -filing for a hydroelectric 

projeet in PC&E's service territory is made- at FERC and is noticed 
in the Federal Register, PG&E sends a general information letter to . 
the project developer. PG&E further states that after the filing , 
for Dr. Merrill's project was noticed in'the Federal Register, PG&E' . . 
on June 28, 1982 sent a general information letter to Or .. Merrill. 
In this letter, PG&E requested Or. Merrill to coordinate technical ... ." 

plans tor interconnection with PG&E., PG&:£. then asserts that 
, . 

Or. Merrill did not respond to· this letter until November, 1984. 

Because of this gap in communication with Or. Merrill 
from June 28., 1982 to. Nov~er, 1984, PG&E believes it had no· 
reason to believe that Or. Merrill was continuing the development 
ot his project during this period ot time and did not noti~ him ot· 
the August 1, 1984 0 .. 84-08-037.. PG&E'believesthat it has 'dealt' 
with Or. Merrill in a responsible manner and that Dr .. Herrill"s 
project should not be given a transmission allocation ora higher 
position.onthe waiting list. 
Eyidentiary Hearing' 

One clay of hearing was. held: on January 28, 1988. The 
complainant,. Or. Merrill, testitiecl on his own behalf. PC&E 
presented one witness, Tom Jefferson, a senior resource analyst • 
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Dr. Merrill's Testimonv 
Or. Merrill testified that in 1982 he began development 

of a small 860 kilowatt hydroelectric power plant on Mawah creek, a 

tributary of the lO.am.ath River, in HUl:DJ::>oldt County. Or. Merrill 
says he relied upon the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 
1978 (PURPA) and other federal laws encouraging the development of 
small power facilities in this undertaking. 

Or. Merrill formally applied with ?ERe for a prel~inary 
permit on January 18, 1982.. Notice of this application Was. 
published in the Federal Register., 

By letter dated March 12, 198'2, PG&E wrote to· FERe 
acknowledging that it'had seen notice of,the filing and had no 
opposition to it_ Or .. Merrill was sent a copy of this letter .. 

. On May ~, 1982, FERC issued a preliminary permit .to 
Dr. Merrill for the Mawah Creek project... This permit was valid for 
18 months,. u:"til Novem]:)er Of. 1984. 

In May, 1982, P.G&E sent: its Special Announcem.ent to 
'Dr .. Merrill and others who, bad shown an interest, in developing 
hydroelectric plants in ~G&E's service area. Th.l.s announcem.ent 
asked each developer to- contact PG&E at an early stage in project 
development and stated that Tom Jefferson. of the Generation 
Planning Department was available' to answer any questions .. 

On June 15, 1982'~ Or .• Merrill telephoned Tom Jefferson to' 
discuss the Special Announcement.. Or.. Merrill. understoOd from his 
conversation with Tom Jefferson that until he received a FERC 
license there was nothing that .hecould accomplish with PG&E. 

By letter dated June 2a:.,.19S2·~ Tom Jetterson documented 
his version of the telephone conversation with.. Or.. Merrill. ;n" 
this letter, Jefferson asked Or~ Merrill 'to compile three types of 
information before discussions were continued on Or. Merrill's 

'" " 

, . 

proj ect.. The categories of information referred to by JefferSon . , 
were site location, project.operatinq-data, and-a theoretical water 
and power study .. '· 
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Dr. Merrill then pursued a FERC license for his project. 
In reliance on his understanding of the telephone conversation with 
Jefferson, he did not provide any additional information to PG&E 
during this period of time. 

On August 1, 1984, the coXlllllission issued 0.84-08.-037 and 
approved the interim solution for the transmission constrained 
northern system of PG&E. ':the interim solution provided for 90 MW 
of QF power to be interconnected with PG&E's HUmboldt area 
transmission system. Priority for the limited transmission 
capacity was established by the date a QF developer had executed a 
power purchase aqreement and had paid tor a detailed 
interconnection study. 

On August 31, 1984, PG&E mailed an announcement to, 
certain QFs to info:r:m them of D .. ,84-08-03-7 and th~. availability of 
limited transmission capacity on a first-come ", first-served basis.' 
Dr. Merrill was not sent a copy of this announcement. 

·or. Merrill testified that he did not learn o~ the 
interim solution and. the aliocati~n of transmission capacity in 
Humboldt County until OecelDber, 1984.' He then promptly contacted 
PG&E and was informed that there was no available transmission 
capacity for his project .. ' He was advised byPG&E to; execute a 
power purchase aqreement to esta))lish a position on the wai tinq 
list. 

On January 14, 1985 Or ~ Merrill executed a Standard Offer , 
No. 4 power purchase agreement. By this. time,.. however, Dr. Merrill' 
was able to establish a position on the. wai tinq list for . 
transmission capacity which would not permit" Dr. Merrill's proj'ect 
to interconnect with. PG&E's. system as long-as. the 9 O· MW maximwn tor. 

, 
the Humboldt area is entorcedby· the commission. 

Or. Merrill also, claimed that his p:Z;-0ject would not 
require any additional upgrades t~ PG&E's HUmboldt area 
transmission system and, that his proj.ect· would provide electricity 
to 20 to, 30 families in the viCinity that are currently not served 
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by PG&E or any other electric utilitya For these reasons, he 
believes his project is deserving of hardship consideration even if 
the commission should determine that he is not entitled to· a 
transmission allocation under the interim solution. 

TOll Jefferson's Testimony 
Jefferson currently supervises project coordinators at 

PG&E who act as liaison between the developer and the utility. 
Jefferson was the project coordinator that Dr. Merrill contacted in 
19~82 about his Mawah creek. project. 

Jefferson testified that PG&E saw-the'notice of 
Dr. Merrill's FERC filinq in the Federal Register. PG&E then sent 
to Dr. Merrill a letter requesting him to· coordinate the technical 
plans for his proj ect with PG&E. PG&E later sent' another letter· to' 
Dr. Merrill with copies of the various stand~d otters and again 
encouraged Dr. Merrill to' contact PG&E so that 'the technical· 
details of interconnection, could be worked out ... Jefferson'said. 
this l~tter was sent to over 2"',000 project developers • 

.Jefferson also,' stated that PG«E does' not requi,re a. hydro, 
developer to have a FERC license in hand· until the developer is at . ' 

the point of delivering power to PG&E .. 
Jefferson did recall a telephone conversation with 

, Dr.. Merrill in June of 1982' but' d'1d not remember the details of the 
conversation. However, he stated that the follow-up letter he sent 
to Dr. Merrill summarized the substance of their telephone 
conversation. 

Jefferson testified that notices regarding the Auqust 1, 
1984 0.84-08-037· were sent to OFs that had siqned, a power purchase 
agreement, OFs that had requested, and ,paid for a detailed 
interconnection study, and QFs that had been in, recent contact with 
PG&E.. Jetferson explained that a QF,. such as Dr. Merrill's 
proj ect,. which had ma~e only one telephone con~ct over two years 
earlier was not considered a OF in recent contact with PG&E • 
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Jefferson also testified that there were a n~er of QFs 
who did not get a transmission allocation or a notice of the 
interim solution. PG&E received permission from the commission 
staff to exercise its business judgment in evaluating the 
circumstances of each case and in determining whether hardship 
consideration was appropriate. 

Jefferson further explained that PG&E used seven criteria 
to evaluate hardship cases. These criteria were (1) history of 
contact with PG&E, (2) pr09X'ess on interconnection studies, (3) 

permitting status, (4) financing status, (5) status of equipment, 
(6) scheduled operation date, and (7) status of construction' date. 
Onder these criteria, Jefferson stated that Dr. Merrill's proj~ct 
did not qualify for hardship consideration as PG&E knew nothing 
about Dr. Merrill's project o~er than a telephone contact two. 

years earlier. , . 
Jefferson also stated that PG&E studied ,the transmission 

constraints in the HUmboldt area and concluded that it could 
~ , 

interconnect 90 MW of QFs.However, to- 'accommodate this amount of 
QF deliveries, PG&E'at t~es would have tc> back down generation at 
HulDboldt Power Plant units 1 and 2',. In, order to- accommodate more 
generation, Jefferson testified that PG&E would. have to build'a new-
230'kv' line from Hulnboldt to Cottonwood at a cost of al:>out $8:0 

million. 
Finally, Jefferson referred to the priority list for the 

Hlll'nboldt area and pointed.out that all of the projects that' 
received a transmission allocation had signed a power purchase 
agreelD.ent before'PG&E, sent out its August 31, 198:4" notice of the 
interim solution. Jefferson also noted that Dr .. Merrill 'sproject . 
was No. 72 on the waiting' list,. which is 1,,08g. MW :from. the top. 
IssueS' 

This complaint case presents the following issues: 
1. Whether PG&E had sufficient knowledge of 

,Dr. Merrill's project to, include bis 
project on the list of QFs to be notified' 
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of the August 1, 198-4 0 .. 84-08-0:n interim 
solution allocatinq limited transmission 
capacity in PG&E's northern system? 

It PG&E haa notitied Or. Merrill, would 
Or. Merrill have receivea a transmission 
allocation tor hiSMawah creek project or a 
significantly hiqher position on the 
waitinq list? 

3. Should PG&E's criteria for hardshi? caseS· 
be expanaed to include Or. Merrill's 
project? 

Discussion 
Notice ot the Awmst 1. 1984 D,84-08-037 

PG&E sent notice of the August 1,.. 198:4 0.84-08-037 to, 
three cateqories of QFsoo Dr. Merrill's project was not included in 
any of these cateqories because he had not siqned a power purchase 
aqreement, he haa not requested an interconnection study, ana he' 
haa. not been in recent contact withPG&:&oo If Dr. Merrill haa 
siqned a power purchas.e aqreem.ent, ,if he had requested. an 
interconnection study, or if he haa been in recent, contact :with 
PG&E, PG&E asserts that he woula. have been notifiea of 0..84-08-037. 

PG&E's decision to sena notice of ,0 .. 84-08-037 toQFsthat 
in some manner haa aemonstrated to PG&E.that they were actively 
aevelopinq their projects was a reasonable and responsible way to. 
inform QFs that PG&E had: reason to believe· would. be most interested 
in the interilD. solution· ana 1:he allocation of lililited translllission 
capacity. PG&E could. have sent notice to- all QFs that, had 
contactea' PG&E" reqardless of the date of last, contact. However, 
we ao not find that PG&E's decision: to, restrict'notice to. QFsin 

-
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recent contact with the utility was unfair or a breach of any duty 
the utility had to a QF.l , _ 

With respect to Dr. Merrill's contention that he was 
instructed by PG&E to obtain his PERC license before contacting 
PG&E again, we find that it is unfortunate that Dr. Merrill had 
this understanding from a telephone conversation with Tom 
Jefferson. The letter sent to Dr. Merrill following up- this 
telephone conversation does not plainly state or even imply that 
Dr. Merrill should have pursued his FERC license before contacting 
PG&E again. We conclude that. Dr. Merrill chose to focus his 
efforts on the FERC license as he believed this permit should be 
obtained before he discussed interconnection with PG&E. We 
recognize that Dr. Merrill has diligently pursued a FERC .license 
and was. actiyely developing- his. proj ect after. his convers.~:t:ion with, 
Tom Jeffer~n. However, PG&E had. no· lalowledqe of this activity ant! . _ 
was under no obligation to, monitor the status of the many 
hydroelectricproje~s that were the subject of a filing at FERC • 

'l'ransl!lission Allocation in the'Hl1,phRldt Arga, ", 
The interim· solution approved: in 0,.84-08-037 provides for 

90 MW 01: QF interconnection in the 'Humboldt area.. To interconnect 
this amo~t ofQF power, PG&E.has agreed to alter its usual 
dispatch of its Humboldt area resources. The 90 MW ceiling for 
ilDmediate QF interconnection in the HUmboldt area was agreed to by 
PG&E, DRA.., and QF representatives.. These parties entered into the 
interim solution with the ~owledge that the terms would gover.n the 

interconnection of QFs in PG&E'sconstrained northern system for 
the ilDmediate future., 

1 PG&E was not required by 0.84-08-037 to notify any QFs of the 
interim solution and its impact on interconnection to PG&E's 
constrained northern system. PG&E ~eci~ed on its.own motion t~ , 
inform QFs that PG&E believed were affeeted by the decision • 
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PG&E has pointed out that even if Dr. Merrill had been 
sent a notice of the August 1, 1988 0:84-08-037, Or. Merrill most 
likely would not have obtained a transmission allocation. PG&E 
states that all but one of the QFs that obtained an allocation of 
the 90 MW available in the HWll.boldt area established their priority 
before the notices were sent. And the one QF that established 
priority after the notices were sent 4id so just 19 days, after the 
notices weremailed.PG&E observes tha~ after Or. Merrill was. 

informed of the interim solution and told how to- establish priority . 
for transmission capacity, he did not execute a power purchase 
agreement until two months. later. '1'0- establish an interconnection 
priority, Or. Merrill still would, have had to request an' 
interconnection study before establishin9 priority for an 
allocation. 

Even if we shoUld find that PG&E erred in not sendinq 
notice of the August 1,. 1984 0..:84-08-037 to- Dr .. Merrill, we would 
then find that Dr. Merrill still would not, have received a " 
tranSmission all~tion as ~earlY all . of ,the 90; MW was all~ted . 
before the notices were sent out'. At best, Or. Merrill only would 
have been placed higher on the waiting list. 

Hardship consideration 
PG&E's seven. criteria for hardship'consideration are 

based upon knowledge that PG&E had' about the QF"s project. Since . 
Or. Merrill did not keep in contact' with PG&E while Pu...'""Suin9 a nRC, 
license, Dr .. Merrill did not qualify for hardship consideration 
from PG&EO' 

Or. Me:r:rill believes that the hardship criteria should be : 

expanded,.. to include consideration of a QF"s recent contact Wl:t:h 
FE:RC', size of project, project"s effect on the transmission system, , 
benefit to the puDlie, and- loss, of investment. If such additional 
consideration, is made,. Or,. Merrill suDmits· that his proj'ect shoUld 
receive a ,hardship transmission allocation • 
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The problem with Dr. Merrill's position is that there are 
many QFs ahead of Dr. Merrill on the waiting list who also could 
make a plea for hardship consideration. If the hardship criteria 
administered by PG&E are to be expanded, then all QFs on the 
waiting list should be evaluated under the altered criteria, not 
just Dr. Merrill's project. We d.o not find that the hardship. 
criteria relied upon by PG&E need to be expanded and reapplied .. 
This would. be an academic exercise as there is no available 
capacity in the HUmboldt area under.the interim solution. 
Findings of Fact 

1. On August 1, 19S4, the CODission issued D'.S4-08-037 
adopting an intertm solution for the interconnection of QFs to 
PG&E's constrained, northern transmission system •. 

2. The interim solution reqaired PG«E to alter ·its usual 
dispatch of resources to accoDodate specified amounts of OF 
deliveries in each transmission area. 

3. The interim solution provided tor 90 MW of QF 
, . 

interconnection in the HulJ!boldt area.' ", 
4 .. Complainant, Dr. Merrill, is developing a hydroelectric 

project on Mawab. creek in the 1iU:mboldt area' .. ' 
s. Complainant contends that PG&E failed to· notify him of 

D.S4-0S-03·7 and the interim solution',s allocation ot luUited 
transmission capacity in the HUmboldt area. 

6. Complainant seeks a commission order requiringPG&E to 
provide his proj eetwi th·· transmission 'capacity and an eventual' 
interconnection to the liU:mboldt area transmission system. 

. . 
7. PG&E sent notice of, the D .84-08.-037 to QF$. in recent 

contact with, PG&E prior to the issuance· of the decision. 
S·'. Since complainant had not contacted PG&E tor two years, 

PC,! did. not .ond to complaimmt a notico ot,0 .. 84-08-037 .. . 
~ • PC,:! hOo" maete hard"hip allOCations ot transmission 

capacity to- QFsthat did not receive. a transmission allocation 
initially and were not sent a notice o-f 0.84;"'08-037 .. 
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10. All of the QFs that receive~ transmission allocations in 
the Humboldt area had signed power purchase agreements before the 
notices of D.84-08-037 were sent out. 

11. All but one of the QFs that received transmission 
allocations in the Humboldt area had established priority for a 
transmission allocation before the notices were sent by PG&E. 

12. Complainant's project would not have received a 
transmission allocation even if PG&E had sent complainant a notice 
of O .. 84-0S-0~7. 

13.. There are many QFs ahead of complainant on the waiting 
list for transmission capacity in the ,HUmboldt area .. 
conclusioDs of Lav 

1. PG&E's decision to restrict notice of the 0 .. 84-0S-037 

adoption of an interim solution to QFs that had signed': a power 
purchase agreement" had requested an interconnection study " or had 
been in recent contact. with PG&E' was reasonable. 

2 ... Complainant- has not shown thatPG&E's failure to notify 
him had a material adverse affect upon his project since even ~f 
PG&E had sent a notice to complainant,. complainant's proj ect would 
not have received a transmission 'allocation in the HUlnboldt area .. " 

3.. If the hardship criteria app'lied by PG&E are expanded or 
otherwise revised,. the alterederiteria must:be applied to, all 
projects on the waiting list, not just to complainant's project:' 
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QRDER 

Therefore, rr- XS ORDER.ED that the complaint of Daniel c. 
Merrill, M.D. requestinq an order directinq Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company to provide his project with transmission capacity 
is denied. 

This order becomes effective 30- days from today. 
Dated APR 2 r 1988 , at san Francisoo" california 

.. . 
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